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Some are calling events over the last week democratic South Africa's "darkest hour". Is it more than a spontaneous triggering of anger brought about by the jailing of former President Jacob Zuma? Many ...
South Africa Zuma riots: What's behind the violence and looting?
In failing to anticipate the riotous looting and act against the leaders, the intelligence community could be responsible for one of the most egregious failures imaginable. The people who are using ...
South Africa’s tipping point: How the intelligence community failed the country
Some are calling events over the last week democratic South Africa's "darkest hour". Is it more than a spontaneous triggering of anger brought about by the jailing of former President Jacob Zuma? Many ...
What's behind the unrest in South Africa?
Supporters of President Cyril Ramaphosa accuse allies of his predecessor, Jacob Zuma, of fomenting the violence ...
South Africa violence: Ruling party split amid accusations of 'destabilisation' and 'economic sabotage'
Swift State Security intelligence intervention spared the Gauteng and KwaZulu-Natal provinces from further destruction of businesses and public infrastructure. This was on Tuesday revealed by State ...
South Africa: State Security intelligence averted greater damage
Analysis - Amid the explosive cocktail of ingredients which contributed to the outbreak of looting and burning in South Africa this week, new fault-lines running through a society divided by class as ...
South Africa: The Fault-Lines of the World's Most Unequal Society
Standing before a looted mall and surrounded by soldiers, South African President Cyril Ramaphosa vowed Friday to restore order to the country after a week of violence set off by the imprisonment of ...
Leader backs order in South Africa, vows to catch plotters
Standing at the entrance to a looted mall and surrounded by soldiers, South African President Cyril Ramaphosa vowed Friday to restore order to the country after a week of violence set off Visiting the ...
Ramaphosa vows army will return order to South Africa
The state needs to bring the attacks on critical infrastructure in KwaZulu-Natal to an immediate end and ensure that the people who live there have food and feel safe.
South Africa: Decisive Action Imperative in Widening Crisis
June 16, 2021 (KHARTOUM) - The General Intelligence Service (GIS) confirmed the authenticity ... attacks on embassies of Gulf countries in Africa. The confidential document seen by the Sudan ...
Intelligence service confirms arrest of terrorists in Sudan
South Africa, Egypt, Israel, Rest of Middle East and Africa) Industry Trends and Forecast to 2028 Global Artificial Intelligence as a Service Market Scope and Market Size The artificial ...
Artificial Intelligence As A Service
From the Asian influenza of the 1950s to smallpox eradication in Africa in the 1960s ... But Epidemic Intelligence Service officers are working in South Korea and with state and local agencies ...
The CDC Has Its Own Intelligence Service That Hunts Down Strange Diseases
De Abrew says Qlik is the only true end-to-end business intelligence ... is an end-to-end BI service provider and Qlik’s most awarded partner in South Africa. Rather than being a service ...
Qlik: The business intelligence tool of choice
June 28 organized a three-day workshop on intelligence and security services in East African countries in Juba, South Sudan. The meeting is meant to discuss the negative impacts of sanctions on ...
AU holds security intelligence workshop in South Sudan
It comprises 10 countries that include: Uganda, Burundi, Ethiopia, Djibouti, Kenya, Rwanda, Somalia, South ... the African Union (AU), the Committee of Intelligence and Security Services of ...
Eastern African intelligence unit celebrates third anniversary
and related financial services to consumers and businesses. - The South African banks industry group had total assets of $396.9bn in 2020, representing a compound annual growth rate (CAGR ...
Banks in South Africa Market Sets the Table for Continued Growth
JOHANNESBURG, June 29 (Reuters) - When Jacob Zuma finally caved to pressure to quit as South African president in ... hero Nelson Mandela's memorial service in 2013, lampooned in the media and ...
Anti-apartheid veteran Zuma casts long shadow over South Africa
Goldman Sachs Asset Management and a unit of South Africa’s Discovery Ltd. have ... Customers will have access to the global artificial intelligence market, expected to grow to $190 billion ...
Goldman Zeroes In on Millennial Spending With South African Fund
When Jacob Zuma finally caved to pressure to quit as South ... African politics for the past decade. He was booed in front of foreign dignitaries at liberation hero Nelson Mandela's memorial ...
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